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ROOM 1 ORATORY ROOM 2 INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL

ROASARIA AUDITORIUM
INTRODUCTION: MEET THE SPEAKERS - 11:30

Get the details for the weekend! 
  

MASTERCLASS: CHRIS EBELING - 12:00
My journey as an Artist from Sweden to Australia 

Chris will be relaying all the tips, tricks and real-world experiences he has 
gained from his decade as a digital artist. Explore his role as a world-class 
animator, creative director and digital artist on blockbusters such as The 
Lego Movie's, and projects in real-time space across games and in Virtual 

Reality and now artist in residence at the UTS Animal Logic Academy. 

  
DEMO: STEVE LAMBERT / WETA - 12:00

Steve will be attempting to take some sketches from thumbnail to 
concept model - seeing where the shapes take him and trying mightily 

not to choke. Primarily working in Maya and PS, Steve will show his 
approach to a Personal project and cover how this both differs, and how 

it is also similar to working on a Weta assignment.

  
BREAK - 1:15 

  
DEMO: STEVE LAMBERT WETA CONT. - 1:30

BREAK - 2:45

 MASTERCLASS: METHOD STUDIOS - 7:00
With contributions to over 100 of our most loved films, Iloura now 
Method Studios is globally renowned for its broad range of vfx and 

animation skills from Pre-Vis to final shot. Join Alex Poposcu and Dom 
Hellier to explore some of their techniques employed in the creation of 
two of Method's most recent projects. Ask them questions about their 

process and find out what it is like to work at Method.

BREAK - 6:00

  
DEMO: KRIS COSTA - 3:00

Beyond the Uncanny Valley: Creating Realistic CG Humans

Instead of resorting to ready made material, Kris prefers "painting an 
impression" of the real world to accomplish his exceptional level of 

realism. Using ZBrush, Maya and Photoshop he will demonstrate how he 
sculpts facial details from scratch and by hand to realise his realistic 

human portraiture.

 
DEMO: KRIS COSTA CONT.

  
2:15 MATHEW PACKWOOD

What are Australian Studios saying

  2:45 ALWYN HUNT - THE ROOKIES
Getting noticed and securing internships through the Rookies

  
3:05 BRYCE SZANDRO

How to self-train and build your own virtual studio

  
4:00 LARA HOPKINS -FRAMESTORE
Recruiting for international studios

  
3:40 PETER DALY, TEE PEE STUDIOS-GAME AND VFX STUDIO

How to build your own business and get funded.

  
BREAK - 12:45

  
BREAK - 1:45

  
HOW TO EVOLVE IN THE INDUSTRY - 2:15

 Join Matthew Packwood of Masters of Motion to explore some of the 
different ways to emerge and evolve in the industry.

  
BREAK - 3:25

  
HOW TO EVOLVE IN THE INDUSTRY CONT.

BREAK - 4:45

 
PAUL LALO + OZANIMATE - 6:45

AUS and NZ animation and VFX Industry survey: 
Paul Lalo of Ozanimate has carried out in-depth research scoping the 

employment opportunities and rates of pay in Australia and New Zealand for 
digital artists. Through his beautifully animated graphics he will launch his 

most recent survey results at CG Futures.

  
MASTERCLASS: ANDREI DOLNIKOV - 5:00

Architectural visualisation is a rapidly growing area of employment for 
digital artists. He will take us inside Binyan a world leading arch vis studio 

to see how his team focuses on the creative to create photo real 
visualisation using an array of 3D tools that help customers understand 

products and influence the conceptual development of new architecture.  
He will explore what is the nexus between the technical activity & the art 
making that is the end purpose of visualization & how with the greater 

the advancement of technical tools and higher achievement of "realism"  
the more that creativity has become the key asset for 3D visualizers. 

MASTERCLASS: RON MARTIN - 7:30
Firtual Cinematography: The meeting of traditional filmmaking ideologies 

with real-time game-engine
As CG productions have removed directors and DP’s from their film 

making, virtual cinematography has emerged to fill the void. They give the 
director ultimate control in CG production, letting them direct camera, 

lighting and set changes in real time on stage, rather than waiting for the 
final renders of shots, bringing the creative process back into the shots on 

set, as if it was all practical shooting, as if it was all live. Ron Martin 
Technical and Creative Director at Unity 3d, will introduce us to this 

emerging technology and the role that digital artists will play in its future.

DRINKS - 8:30

2:25 ANNA HODGE - RSP EDUCATION
 Take a look at RSP’s in-studio extension training

4:20 CONCLUDING PANEL MODERATED BY MATHEW PACKWOOD
Panelists: Alwyn Hunt, Lara Hopkins, Anna Hodge, Chris Ebeling

ROOM 3 THE LOUNGE

ALL DAY:
EXPLORE THE CG FUTURES COMMUNITY EXHIBITION AND CATCHUP WITH 

OLD AND NEW FRIENDS AT THE LOUNGE IN BETWEEN SESSIONS.

  
GARTH MIDGLEY: GOATIE ENTERTINMENT - 1:00

Watch this Space: Growing Opportunities for Digital Artists from E-sports 
With his team Garth is creating new art pathways to revolutionise the 

esports space. Hear about how this industry is growing exponentially and 
the opportunites for artists to create new revenue streams.

Please note this schedule is subject to change. 

REGISTRATION OPENS - 9:30

BREAK - 5:50
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DEMO: KEIKAI KOTAKI - 10:00

Creating fantastical characters

From pen sketch to fully painted character Kekai will take us 
through his full photoshop process including creating paintbrushes 

and how he uses them to realise his fantastical characters.

 
DEMO: KEIKAI KOTAKI  CONT. - 11:40

 
LUNCH - 1:10

DRINKS - 6:30

  
BREAK - 11:30

   
BREAK - 4:00

DEMO: ALEX ALVAREZ - 2:30
In this workshop, Alex will deconstruct a couple of personal projects 

showing how Maya, WorldMachine and Redshift can be used to quickly 
create large scale natural environments. Topics will include initial layout, 

how to create a WorldMachine library of terrains, how to setup layered 
materials based on WorldMachine masks, and how to integrate MegaS-

cans textures into the results. Populating the landscape with library 
assets (photogrammetry / speedtree / kitbash) will be discussed 

including both manual and procedural techniques using MASH. The use 
of environment fog and volume rendering for localized fog/smoke effects 

will be demonstrated using Redshift, and rendering to multiple 
passes/AOVs is then utilized for the final composite in Photoshop. 

Creating the final look is then explained using Photoshop, Camera RAW 
and Aurora to color grade the 32bit passes.

  
DEMO: ALEX ALVAREZ CONT. - 4:15

  
MASTERCLASS: JOSH LYNCH - 10:00

Take a walk down Josh's career path from entering the industry working 
on iPhone games as a 3D generalist to what it was like working on Titles 

such as Call of Duty: Shadow of War and Division Two, to the pivotal 
moment that turned him towards becoming a materials specialist, 

creating textures and materials that would affect the whole scene and 
impact the player at every level.

  
MASTERCLASS: ANDREW PRICE - 11:00 

Mastering Lighting
Do you feel lost while lighting your scene or character? This short crash 
course will give you techniques to approach your next lighting task with 
confidence. We'll bust common myths while answering questions like; is 

three-point lighting still a thing? Should you use coloured light or neutral? 
What's better, harsh or soft lighting? Discover all these answers & more.

MASTERCLASS: PLAYSIDE STUDIOS - 12:00
Ryan McMahon, Rhyl Meyes and Alastair Richardson are leading artists at 

Playside Studios. In this session they will explore the workflows within 
the Playside pipeline and how they work together to overcome challenges 

and obstacles to meet the tight turn around deadlines of launching 
games every two or three months.  Find out how they use Unity and C- 

Sharp; Python, Maya and Substance designer for procedurally generated 
work. They merge the technical and conceptual aspects of art creation to 

improve efficiency and achieve high-quality creative output.

 
MASTERCLASS: KRYSTAL SAE EUA - 2:20

Krystal will take us through he 10 year journey  in vfx for film, 
commercials, games and cinematics, exploring techniques, the 

importance of self discipline and motivational tips to grow and evolve.

 
LUNCH - 12:50

  
BREAK - 10:50

  
BREAK - 11:50

3:20 MEGAN NAIRN After working as an animator & story artist for 
several years, Megan made a big shift from artist to management by 
taking on the role of Animation Talent Development Manager for Los 

Angles based Cartoon Network Studios. 

A LOOK INSIDE AUSTRALIAN ANIMATION - 3:10
 Join veteran industry journalist Paul Hellard of VFX Science to take a 
look at what some of Australia’s leading animation artists and studios 

are working on and who they are employing.

4:35 PATRICK CRAWLEY Animatior art director writer and now 
supervising director on a new television series of Monster Beach coming 

to Cartoon Network in 2019. 

4:55 JENNY HARDER The importance of personal projects and how they 
can boost your career. The Making of the animated short, Being Good, and 

the journey from being an being an unpaid intern to art director.

5:40 GREG O’CONNOR VFX SUPERVISOR FLYING BARK STUDIO

3:50 JOSH BRADBURY Animation in Games: Josh has recently worked 
with The Voxel Agents in the role of Lead Animator on the beautifully 

surreal and award winning The Gardens Between
  

BREAK - 4:20

A LOOK INSIDE AUSTRALIAN ANIMATION CONT. - 4:35

PANELISTS: MEGAN NAIR, JOSH BRADBURY 

DRINKS: LUMA BAR - 6:30

A look inside celebrated animation studio Flying Bark and the role of VFX 
in 3D animation 

ROOM 3 THE LOUNGE

ALL DAY: 
EXPLORE THE CG FUTURES COMMUNITY EXHIBITION AND CATCHUP WITH 

OLD AND NEW FRIENDS AT THE LOUNGE IN BETWEEN SESSIONS.

Get 1x1 time with Luma's artists and recruitment manager at the 
Luma Lounge from 11:30am-2:30pm. 

Book in your time during the registration process on Friday. 

Please note this schedule is subject to change. 

 

6:15 CONCLUDING PANEL MODERATED BY PAUL HELLARD
Panelists: Megan Nairn, Josh Bradbury, Patrick Crawley, Greg O’Oconnor, Chris Ebeling

MASTERCLASS: HABIB ZARGARPOUR - 5:15
From Films to Games and the merger of the two.

What does Habib’s accomplished and highly awarded career look like?
With over 16 yrs in VFX for film and 14 years in games Habib has been part 
of creating the screen worlds that we know today. Working across both has 
helped Habib to see things differently and led to his creation of tools that 

brought the use of game engines into film. Join him as he takes us through 
what he has learnt and how he sees the future unfolding. Using assets 

from Blade Runner, Greyhound and Ready Player 1 he will describe how he 
has integrated real-time creation engines to visualise film scenes.
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BREAK - 10:20

  
BREAK - 11:00

 
DEMO: KRYSTAL SAE EUA - 9:30

Creating a digital animal sculpture from start to finish. Sculpting in 
Zbrush, Krystal will demonstrate her approach to animal anatomy and 

posing. She will then go over her sculpting techniques and take this 
piece all the way through to presenting the final piece. She will also go 
over her theories on how to approach composition and the best ways 

to communicate with the viewer. Krystal will also discuss the 
differences between her personal workflow and productions and why 

having both mindsets are so important.

  
DEMO: KRYSTAL SAE EUA CONT. 11:10

  
LUNCH - 12:40

  
DEMO: HABIB ZARGAPOUR + RON MARTIN - 3:15

Imagine you wanted to visualise filming a scene in your movie, figure 
out your coverage, your camera and lenses within minutes, in real time 
and end up with a finished piece. Having achieved amazing results on 

projects such as Jungle Book 2 and Ready Player 1 Habib and Ron 
Martin will show you how with Unity and Expozure tools from Digital 

Monarch Media you can achieve this. They will demonstrate how easy 
these workshop production tools are to use with various devices and 

create an opportunity for the audience to have a go.

 
MASTERCLASS: KRIS COSTA - 2:00

The Making Of the Man
This masterclass will illustrate Kris's journey from Banker in a small 

town in Brazil to his dream job as Lead Creature Modeller at ILM. 
Kris will be showing some of his most iconic personal and professional 
work, explaining how he approaches the detailing and/or construction 

of both organic and hard-surface assets for film, from The Hulk to King 
Kong to Bumblebee, among others.

  
MASTERCLASS: KEKAI KOTAKI - 10:35

From Humbling Beginnings 
Take a look at what Kekai has learnt in his journey. Starting out struggling 
to get a job, to texture artist in a small video game company, to freelance 
illustrator and concept artist on AAA Video Games in some of the world's 

leading studios. Kekai will share what he has learnt to survive and thrive in 
the industry and ultimately end up with the dream job. 

  
MASTERCLASS: NIK SLOTIUK - 9:30

Simulation Manipulation and Performance Techniques in Houdini
Join Nik in the day to day adventures of an FX artist as he takes you 

through multiple simulation types and how they interact within Houdini. 
On this adventure, he will guide you through SOP geometry preparation 

and sourcing, DOP simulation and post simulation trickery, all with a heavy 
emphasis on performance and optimisation.

  
BREAK - 11:25

  
BREAK - 3:00

BREAK - 3:15

  
MASTERCLASS: STEVE LAMBERT / WETA - 11:40

Steve will be giving an account of his great ancestor; the Famous Irish 
explorer Padraig O’Lambrecht. Failing that I’m sure he will go over some 
arts. Throwing in a few embarrassing pieces from his childhood portfolio 
and explaining why he hates computers… a dangerous topic for an event 

celebrating CGI. He’s promised to go easy on the puns.

  
DEMO: JOSH LYNCH - 1:50

Josh will demonstrate his complete workflow in creating assets for 
terrains. He will explain how he chooses to enhance or play down 

aspects in the creation of rocks, soil, dirt, mud and a myriad of 
other photoreal textures.

  
DEMO: JOSH LYNCH CONT. - 3:25

  
LUNCH - 12:30

 
DRINKS - 4:55

 
DRINKS - 5:15

 
EXPLORE MELBOURNE NIGHTLIFE WITH THE CGFUTURES COMMUNITY

ROOM 3 THE LOUNGE
ALL DAY:

EXPLORE THE CG FUTURES COMMUNITY EXHIBITION AND CATCHUP WITH 
OLD AND NEW FRIENDS AT THE LOUNGE IN BETWEEN SESSIONS.

Please note this schedule is subject to change. 


